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1.! INTRODUCTION 

This document includes the elements of the Intellectual Output 4 (IO4) based on the results and 

findings of Air Traffic Control (ATC) Radar Approach Simulation Experiments done in 

Eskisehir Technical University (ESTU) and University of Zagreb Faculty of Transportation and 

Traffic Sciences (ZFOT) in 2018 and the Integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations done 

in Technische Universität Braunschweig (TUBS) Flight Guidance Institute with participation 

of ESTU and ZFOT in 2018.  
 

 In the remainder of this section, the brief description project objectives and simulation and data 

collection processing are described. In Section 2, the analysis of ATC radar simulation results 

is provided along with preliminary statistical analysis, detailed analysis for potential 

enhancement areas in training, correlation, and regression analysis of results. In Section 3, the 

results of the Integrated ATC radar-Flight Deck Simulations are discussed. In Section 4, 

supplementary radar training guidelines are presented considering the simulation results. In 

Section 5, the flight efficiency-based assessment criteria are proposed for the radar approach 

simulation training. In Section 6, a generic exercise program is presented for the improved 

training. 

1.1.!  Project Description Summary 

Development of Common ATC Simulation Training Assessment Criteria Based on Future Pan 

European Single-Sky Targets (ATCOSIMA) project primarily aims to develop common 

assessment criteria for radar approach control simulation training courses within ATCo basic 

training in order to improve their competencies regarding working effectively and in harmony 

within the Pan-European air traffic system; improve metrics and scorings for evaluation of their 

performance in parallel to SESAR’s future targets and provide a reference for enhanced ATCO 

training across the Europe. The project has been conducted by a consortium of three higher 

education institutions including Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics at Eskisehir Technical 

University (ESTU), Faculty of Transport and Traffic Science at University of Zagreb (ZFOT) 

and Institute of Flight Guidance at Technische Universität Braunschweig (TUBS). The project 

adopts an innovative approach to measure the performance of ATCo trainees in radar approach 

simulations and have insight and feedbacks using integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations. 
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These simulations will be performed to evaluate the impacts of ATCo trainees’ instructions in 

terms of efficient use of airspace, aircraft fuel consumption, ATC and pilot task load during the 

radar approach exercises. The results will be used to support the development of common 

quantitative assessment criteria along with training guidelines. The project consists of two parts: 

a baseline analysis to evaluate performance of ATC trainees using current assessment criteria 

and training techniques and development and testing of new assessment criteria. Baseline 

analysis part included two steps: ATC radar only simulations done at ESTU and ZFOT and 

integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations at TUBS.  

 

1.2.! Simulations and Data Collection 

Large amount of data was collected from both ATC radar simulations and integrated ATC-

Flight cockpit simulations for both the baseline studies performed in 2018.  To execute these 

simulations, an airspace model has been developed based on Frankfurt TMA to be used for 

generic exercises in ATC radar and integrated ATC-Flight cockpit simulations (Figure 1). 

Frankfurt TMA has generic characteristics allowing quick and easy adaptation of ATCo 

trainees during basic training such as a convex airspace boundary with a moderate number of 

entry points (fixes), low Minimum Vectoring Altitude (MRVA) allowing continuous descent 

approaches (CDA) and absence of prohibited and restricted areas. These characteristics also 

allow candidates perform sequencing of arrival and departures, implement radar vectoring 

techniques, and develop skills for planning and execution of efficient air traffic flow within the 

TMAs. 
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Figure 1. Plan view of Frankfurt Terminal Airspace with its fixes and routes in ATC Radar Screen 

! 

Frankfurt TMA can be considered as a broad airspace in which the minimum and maximum 

distances between its entry points are 82 NM and 146 NM, respectively. Therefore, trainees 

have a relatively long planning and execution time for vectoring aircraft to ILS course of the 

runway during their approach and landing sequences. For basic training, this relatively relaxed 

time window helps trainees detect aircraft conflicts and develop appropriate resolutions for 

them during the simulation exercises. Furthermore, this issue allows instructors convey critical 

pedagogical information to trainees and explain to them necessary tasks to be performed during 

the exercises.  

In Frankfurt TMA, there are six different instrument standard arrival routes (STARs) passing 

through six different entry points, namely XINLA in the south, SIPRO and OLALI in the 

southeast, KERAX in the northeast, COLAS in the northwest and RASVO in the west (Figure 

1)  All arriving flights in the exercises are planned to fly along these routes composed of a chain 

of flight segments between fixes, geographical positions determined by reference to one or 

more navigational aids or by other navigational devices or techniques. Trainees are expected to 

direct each arriving flight from the TMA entry point to the Instrument Landing System (ILS) 

course along its route using radar vectoring techniques. Trainees should ensure that aircraft are 
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established on ILS course before they reach to ASIMA, aircraft hand-off point from the 

approach control to the aerodrome control unit. ASIMA point is on ILS course and located 10 

NM from FFM, the position of VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) station at Frankfurt Airport. 

Transition altitude is selected as 5000 ft for all arriving aircraft within the TMA. 

Location of Frankfurt Airport is indicated by FFM VOR point (Table 1). Frankfurt Airport has 

four runways in use, namely 07R/25L (runway south), 07C/25C (runway north), 07L/25R 

(runway northwest) and 18/36 (runway west). But in the exercises, it is assumed that 07C/25C 

is active only and both arrival and departures operations take place at runway 07 direction. This 

single-runway configuration is not only one of the most common and therefore generic features 

among the existing airports but also appropriate for the instruction and assessment of radar 

vectoring techniques to trainees in basic ATC training.   

Although the TMA entry and exit points are different in the existing Frankfurt TMA, they are 

assumed as the same points (such that XINLA, SIRPO, OLALI, RASVO, COLAS and 

KERAX) in the simulated TMA model used in the exercises for convenience in training in 

terms of reduced complexity and increased generic-ness of the airspace. Departing flights fly 

10 NM from FFM VOR point and then take a direct route planned TMA exit point. The flights 

are handed off to the relevant en route radar control unit (Langen North or Langen South) when 

they climb to FL250. All aircraft flying within the TMA should be separated at least 5 NM 

horizontally and 1000 ft vertically including final approach course. 

The existing MRVA limits do not prevent continuous descent of arriving aircraft within the 

TMA, therefore they provide trainees to practice efficient and environment friendly continuous 

descent approach (CDA) procedures during the exercises and enhance their skills and 

awareness regarding flight efficiency issues in ATC operations. While the highest MRVA limit 

is 5000 ft near the TMA entry points, the highest MRVA limit around the ILS course is no 

higher than 4000 ft. As a result, aircraft can be descended from the entry points to ILS course 

without the necessity of any level offs or climbs during the exercises. In order to run ATC radar 

simulation, ten exercises were prepared for radar approach control simulation training and 

assessment with increasing different level of complexity and difficulty as presented in Table 1. 

The descriptions of these exercises were provided in IO1 Generic Exercise Outline Booklet.  
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Table 1. Radar Approach Control Exercises to be run in ATC Simulations 

 Number of Aircraft Exercise Characteristics 

Exercise Name Arrival Departure Duration (min: 
sec) Difficulty Level 

EXE001 5 0 23:30 1 
EXE002 6 2 25:30 2 
EXE003 6 3 24:30 3 
EXE004 6 4 26:00 4 
EXE005 7 3 27:00 4 
EXE006 7 4 27:30 6 
EXE007 8 3 28:00 8 
EXE008 8 4 30:00 9 
EXE009 9 3 31:00 9 
EXE010 9 4 30:00 8 

 

Difficulty levels of exercises are depended on not only number of aircraft in the exercise but 

also a set of traffic complexity metrics such that operation mix of departure and arrivals, initial 

separation between successive departures, number of conflicts between arrivals and departures, 

and initial distances of arrivals from the ILS course. While the first exercises are designed to 

familiarize trainees with the TMA and potential conflict points and allow them to use basic 

radar vectoring techniques, the last exercises require advanced decision-making skills regarding 

effective and timely use of vectoring, airspeed adjustments and flight level change for conflict 

resolution and arrival sequencing. 

ATC radar simulations (Figure 2) were done between the period of February-April 2018 at 

ESTU and ZFOT. According to the selection criteria in Appendix I, 5 of 14 ZFOT students 

were selected according to go for TUBS ATC- Flight cockpit simulations. ESTU could not 

perform any selection because of the number of eligible trainees for the ATC simulation runs. 

Integrated ATC-Cockpit Simulations (Figure 3) were done in June 2018 at TUBS. Ten trainees 

participated the simulation runs and the exercise 9 was rerun in the integrated ATC-Flight 

cockpit simulator circuit presented in Figure 3. In these simulation runs, 8 of the arriving and 3 

of the departing aircraft were controlled by pseudo-pilots while 1 arriving aircraft was 

controlled by the pilot in the A320 flight cockpit simulator. ATC workstations were updated by 

TUBS teams in order to provide a similar GUI and system functions to trainees. Flight cockpit 

simulation logs including detailed flight trajectory data were collected for the estimations of 

flight efficiency in terms of flight time, distance flown, and fuel consumed. Pilots actions were 

also recorded using a video camera in the cockpit to determine task load and occupancy of the 
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pilot through visual analysis. Simulation logs of the aircraft controlled by pseudo-pilots were 

collected as well to estimate flight efficiency of other aircraft. Communication logs were 

acquired to analyze ATCo instructions along with simulation logs. Video screen capture files 

and mouse-keyboard action counts were also extracted from ATC workstations to be used for 

assessment and task-load/occupancy analysis of trainees. After each simulation both the pilot 

and trainees were administered National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Task 

Load Survey in electronic form to obtain further data for their task-load analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2. ATC Radar Simulation Circuit 
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Figure 3. Integrated ATC Radar-Flight Cockpit Simulation Circuit 
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2.! ANALYSIS OF THE BASELINE ATC RADAR APPROACH SIMULATION 

RESULTS 

2.1.! Preliminary Descriptive Statistics  

The collected simulation data obtained in the baseline simulations of 2018 were analyzed in 

two steps. In the first step, flight, and traffic performance metrics (i.e. spacing between aircraft, 

flight time and distance flown), ATCo instructions (i.e. flight level, heading and airspeed) and 

assessment scores were analyzed for all 19 trainees. The descriptive statistics of the first data 

set are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of trainees’ instruction count, flight profile and efficiency data obtained from the 

ATC Radar Approach Simulations in 2018 (Group 1) 

Variables N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Average aircraft spacing on the ILS course 19 7.1 9.2 8.01 0.57 
Exercise duration 19 33.5 39.5 37.27 1.78 
Total distance flown 19 78.3 96.5 84.59 5.34 
Total flight level instructions 19 26 52 36.00 6.77 
Total heading instructions 19 24 52 32.21 6.79 
Total speed instructions 19 5 35 25.47 9.99 
Assessment score 19 65 100 91.68 9.11 

 

In Table 2, average aircraft spacing on the ILS course indicates the distance between two 

successive arriving aircraft when both intercept the ILS course. Although 5 NM separation 

minima is required between aircraft pairs, the mean spacing provided by trainees is about 8 NM 

per pair. This result indicates vectoring instructions ensures safety constraint, yet they are not 

efficient in terms of spacing arrival sequence along the ILS course. Exercise duration 

corresponds to handoff time of the last arriving aircraft to EDDF tower over ASIMA fix. Mean 

of exercises duration is over 37 minutes which corresponds to more than 4 minutes of flight 

time for each arrival. The difference between the minimum and maximum exercise durations is 

six minutes which indicates large variations between trainees in handling arrival sequence. 

Total distance flown indicates the sum of the distances of arrival aircraft from their TMA entry 

point to handoff point at ASIMA fix. This value directly affects airborne total delays and fuel 

consumption; therefore, it is an important indicator of efficiency. Number of total flight level, 

heading and speed instructions given by trainees during the exercises provides an important 

indicator to understand their approach to handling the traffic. These values also indicate large 

variations among the trainees.   
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The next step focused on the ATC radar simulations results for 10 trainees who also participated 

in the integrated ATC and flight cockpit simulations at TUBS. Their video screen capture files 

were analyzed through visual analysis to determine what kind of ATC tasks they performed 

during the same exercise. The descriptive statistics show that individual variations are relatively 

less in efficiency metrics, ATCo instructions and assessment scores. Besides these indicators, 

number of ATC tasks (i.e. heading and distance measurements and relocating aircraft labels) 

performed by trainees are also presented in Table 3. The results indicate that tasks performed 

by trainees are remarkably different during the exercise. 
 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of flight efficiency, instructions, scores, and task count of the selected trainees. 

Variables N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Average aircraft spacing on the ILS course 10 7.06 8.33 7.78 .38 
Average exercise duration 10 33.53 38.37 36.10 1.49 
Average of total distance flown 10 78.30 96.53 86.65 6.48 
Total flight level instructions 10 32 52 40.40 5.91 
Total heading instructions 10 24 52 34 9.10 
Total speed instructions 10 5 35 20.30 11.36 
Distance measurement between aircraft 10 5 38 14.60 9.05 
Distance measurement between aircraft and ILS course 10 0 22 11.60 6.38 
Heading measurement 10 4 52 22.30 18.76 
Relocating aircraft labels 10 33 99 60.60 24.68 
Assessment score 10 70,00 100,00 92.00 8.35 

 

Preliminary results of ATC radar simulation show a significant difference among the trainees’ 

approaches to handle arriving traffic in terms of the number of instructions. Observed moderate 

positive relationship between exercise duration and average aircraft spacing on the ILS course 

indicates that effective use of radar vectoring techniques can increase service throughput. 

Therefore, arrival separation management on the ILS course can be one of the possible 

developments in the new assessment criteria [1]. Similarly, the number of speed instructions 

have a negative impact on exercise duration and therefore on the throughput because most of 

the speed adjustments were observed as speed reduction. Trainees can be encouraged to use 

alternative techniques depending on the traffic complexity. Although preliminary analysis 

provided some basic insights regarding the potential enhancements in radar approach training 

and its assessment, more extensive analyses were required over the larger set of data to 

determine efficient combination of different instructions.  

 

2.2.! Detailed Analysis for Potential Enhancements in Training and Assessment 
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Although ATCo trainees have theoretical knowledge of flight efficiency and aircraft 

performance in theory classes, the content of practical training in simulator courses directly 

affects trainees’ approaches to handle air traffic in terms of number of instructions. It has been 

revealed that all the elements given in Table 3 are open to improvement. At this point, it is 

necessary to define which indicators describe the flight efficiency performance more accurately 

to improve the radar approach simulation training through a detail analysis of data. 

2.2.1.! Data Categorization 

The preliminary analysis had been done in terms of the average instruction counts of trainees 

such as heading, flight level and speed change as well as possible flight efficiency metrics such 

as exercise duration, distance flown and final approach spacing for all 10 simulation exercises. 

Averaging these variables over trainees did not result in accurate description of flight efficiency 

because some of the efficiency indicators such as flight distance, duration and fuel consumption 

mainly depends characteristics of flights such as TMA entry points and altitudes. These 

characteristics primarily vary over each simulation exercise. Therefore, selection of right data 

categorization representing flight efficiency is critical for the detailed analysis to determine the 

metrics of the assessment.  

In order to determine how to evaluate the efficiency, the variation of average heading change 

instruction, flight level change instruction and speed change counts, and average fuel 

consumption per arriving aircraft were investigated according to trainee groups, trainees, entry 

points and exercises for the baseline ATC radar approach simulations of 2018. The descriptive 

statistics of these data are presented in Table 4.  

In Table 4, the first section compares the baseline results of ESTU and ZFOT. Each group 

controlled a total of 355 arriving flights within 10 exercises. The mean fuel consumption per 

aircraft for each group are very close to each other. While ESTU had a mean score of 611 kg 

per aircraft, ZFOT had a mean score of 612 kg per aircraft. The mean values of heading 

instructions, on the other hand, are slightly different. ESTU group gave 4.1 heading change 

instructions per aircraft while ZFOT gave 3.5 heading change instruction per aircraft. Flight 

level change instructions of ESTU and ZFOT were 4.2 and 3.8 per aircraft, respectively. Speed 

change instructions also differed between two groups. ZFOT gave 2.7 speed change instructions 
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per aircraft while ESTU gave only 0.7 per aircraft. Figure 4 also presents the boxplot 

comparison of these two groups averaged over N=355 aircraft.  
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of flight efficiency, instructions, scores, and task count of the selected trainees. 

  Average Fuel Consumption per a/c Heading Instruction 
Count 

Flight Level 
Instruction Count 

Speed Instruction 
Count 

N Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. Mean Min. Max. 
Groups ESTU 355 611.68 186.79 1114.27 4.1 1 11 4.2 1 11 0.7 0 5 

ZFOT 355 612.60 122.21 1185.88 3.5 1 7 3.8 2 8 2.7 0 10 

Trainees 

1 71 617.81 231.33 932.97 4.5 2 10 4.5 3 8 0.5 0 4 
2 71 625.98 264.41 1080.52 4.3 2 9 4 2 10 0.7 0 4 
3 71 605.9 186.79 1114.27 3.4 1 9 3.5 1 6 0.7 0 5 
4 71 634.01 309.25 988.5 3.7 1 8 4.3 2 9 0.7 0 5 
5 71 574.69 275.38 934.09 4.7 1 11 4.6 3 11 0.8 0 5 
6 71 612.03 150.56 1155.59 3.4 2 5 3.8 2 6 2.8 0 10 
7 71 591.92 186.66 1049.36 3.4 1 7 3.6 2 6 2.4 0 4 
8 71 587.47 191.78 1115.06 3.6 2 7 3.8 2 6 2.9 0 5 
9 71 641.62 219.36 1185.88 3.5 2 7 3.9 2 8 2.6 0 5 

10 71 629.97 122.21 1095.98 3.5 1 7 3.8 2 7 2.6 0 7 

Entry 
Points 

COLAS 161 499.88 206.25 1071.82 3 1 7 3.8 2 8 1.6 0 10 
KERAX 110 780.39 410.09 1114.27 4.6 3 11 4.2 2 8 1.6 0 4 
OLALI 90 856.51 514.27 1155.59 4.9 3 9 4.8 3 9 1.7 0 5 
RASVO 100 580.42 284.26 870.75 2.9 1 11 3.8 2 11 1.9 0 5 
SIRPO 120 683.6 372.32 1185.88 4.4 2 8 4.2 2 8 1.7 0 5 
XINLA 129 396.41 122.21 881.28 3.5 1 8 3.4 1 10 1.5 0 7 

Exercise 
Numbers 

1 50 522.53 122.21 884.68 3.9 2 6 4.2 2 8 1.1 0 4 
2 59 524.26 186.66 1049.36 3.9 1 9 3.9 1 8 1.2 0 4 
3 60 594.19 284.14 963.57 3.9 1 9 4 2 10 1.6 0 5 
4 60 665.73 421.33 1080.52 3.9 1 8 3.6 2 5 1.4 0 4 
5 70 636.14 150.56 1071.82 4 1 8 4 2 7 1.3 0 5 
6 70 577.36 186.79 1185.88 3.6 2 7 3.9 2 7 1.6 0 5 
7 80 638.34 206.23 1155.59 3.9 1 11 3.7 2 8 1.7 0 5 
8 80 583.51 191.78 1054.7 3.9 2 7 4 2 8 1.9 0 7 
9 90 693.00 237.83 1150.02 3.4 1 11 4.2 2 11 2.3 0 5 

10 91 625.32 267.3 1096.46 3.7 2 8 4.2 1 9 2 0 10 
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Figure 4. Box-plot comparisons of averaged fuel consumption, heading, flight level and speed change 

instructions for ESTU and ZFOT Groups (N=355 aircraft). 

 
Although different number of instructions were used by the groups to ensure safe separation 

and arrival sequencing for the given traffic flow within the TMA, the similar amount of fuel 

consumption was estimated for the average of 355 aircraft. Average scores of trainees are also 

provided for trainees in the second section of Table 4. Their mean fuel consumption scores 

range between 574.7 kg and 641.6 kg per aircraft over 10 exercises. Training mean heading, 

flight level and speed change instructions change between 3.4-4.7, 3.5-4.6, and 0.5-2.9 per 

aircraft. The mean fuel consumptions of aircraft vary significantly according to their entry 

points to TMA as presented in the third section of Table 4. As expected, fuel consumption 

increases as the distance between the entry point and hand-off point (ASIMA) on the ILS course 

increases. According to the data, the lowest mean fuel consumption per aircraft was achieved 

with 396 kg for the flights from XINLA, the highest mean fuel consumption was achieved with 

856 kg for the flights from OLALI. Similarly, the highest heading and flight level change 

instructions were given to the flights from OLALI by trainees, while the highest speed change 

instructions were given to the flights form RASVO. Figure 5 also shows the variation of 
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estimated marginal means for fuel consumption and ATC instructions with respect to the entry 

points XINLA, COLAS; RASVO, SIRPO and OLALI. Therefore, the range and bearing of 

entry points with respect to the handoff point affected both the number of instruction and fuel 

consumption scores per aircraft.  

 

Figure 5. Comparison of variations of average fuel consumptions and ATC trainees’ instructions with respect to 

the TMA entry points. 

 
The last section of Table 4 presents how fuel consumption and ATC instructions per aircraft 

change with respect to the exercises. The number of arriving flights vary in each exercise (i.e. 

N=50-91). The highest average fuel consumption per aircraft was achieved in the 9th exercise 

(EXE009) with 693 kg per aircraft while the lowest one was achieved in the 1st exercise 

(EXE001). Besides average fuel consumption, the highest average flight level and speed change 

instructions per aircraft were given in the 9th exercise as 4.2 and 2.3 per aircraft, respectively. 

The lowest average heading instructions per aircraft, on the hand, were received as 3.4 per 

aircraft in the 9th exercise. The highest average heading change instructions were given in the 
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5th exercise (EXE005) as 4.0 per aircraft. Except the one in the 9th exercise, the average heading 

change instruction per aircraft ranged between a limited interval of 3.7-4.0. The variations in 

flight level and speed changes were ranged between 3.6-4.2 and 1.1-2.3, respectively. Although 

fuel consumptions were averaged over these arriving flights in each exercise, the number of the 

traffic encountered during the exercise still affected them due to increased traffic complexity 

for ATC trainees. 

The results of the baseline ATC radar approach simulations showed that the evaluation of the 

efficiency scores should be performed based on flights rather than groups, trainees, exercises 

or entry points. For instance, averaging fuel consumption or instructions per aircraft over the 

number of exercises or entry points lead to inaccurate results in scoring because these values 

vary significantly per entry point or exercise due to geographical location of entry points and 

exercise complexity. To strip these effects, the each of the total of 71 arriving flights within the 

10-exercise set was investigated separately. The efficiency indicators, instructions, and other 

traffic outcomes for each aircraft within this arriving flight set were averaged over the main 

group (i.e. 10 trainees). The correlation and regression analyses were done according to this 

new data set to evaluate the flight efficiency indicators per trainee.  

2.2.2.! Variables of the Efficiency Analysis 

To evaluate the performance of the main group (i.e. 10 trainees) for the exercise set, the average 

results of trainees are analyzed over the arriving flight set (i.e. 71 aircraft). These results include 

efficiency indicators, number of instructions given by trainees and traffic outcomes. The 

efficiency indicators were selected to be the dependent variables of the regression model in 

order to assess trainees’ efficiency performance, the number of instructions and traffic 

outcomes, on the other hand, were collected as the independent variable to describe the 

variation in the efficiency indicators. 

 

2.2.2.1.! Efficiency Indicators  

To evaluate the flight efficiency of an arriving aircraft, three main efficiency indicators were 

determined as average fuel consumption per aircraft (AFC), average distance flown per aircraft 

(AFD), and average flight duration per aircraft (AFT) among the arriving flight set (N=71) in 

the exercises. Efficiency indicators regarding departing aircraft were excluded in the analysis 
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because of the main objective of the exercises is to handle arriving aircraft safely and efficiently. 

The existence of departing aircraft in the exercises mainly serves for increasing the difficulty 

of ATC tasks in arrival sequencing and separation from other aircraft within the TMA. 

AFC can be considered as the primary efficiency indicator because it affects not only the flight 

related direct operating costs but also exhaust emissions released to the atmosphere. Fuel 

consumption on aircraft depends on the flight trajectories followed and engine characteristics 

of aircraft. To eliminate the differences between engine characteristics, the same type of aircraft 

(i.e. Airbus A320) was run in all simulations. AFC includes the amount of fuel burned in 

kilograms during descent and level flight (level-off) phases of each aircraft from the time of 

initial call until the time of handoff to tower control unit. The flight trajectory data were 

extracted from the replay files to calculate AFC because the ATC simulators did not have an 

option to give an output data regarding fuel consumption. The replay function was used 

separately for each aircraft and post-processed to obtain AFC.  

Average flight time per aircraft (AFT) was the second factor to evaluate the performance of 

trainees in terms of flight efficiency. AFT refers to the flight duration of arriving aircraft in 

minutes between its TMA entry time and its hand-off time to aerodrome control.  It was chosen 

as the indicator to quantify the flight time efficiency based on the results of the real-time ATC 

radar approach simulations. Flight duration (makespan time) is an important factor regarding 

how efficiently the air traffic flow is handled and airspace capacity is used within TMAs. Like 

AFC, AFT was measured and recorded for each arriving aircraft using the replay files of ATC 

simulators separately.  

Average distance flow per aircraft (ADF) was chosen as the third indicator of flight efficiency. 

ADF refers to the ground track distance of arriving aircraft travelling between its TMA entry 

point and hand-off point to aerodrome control unit. It can indicate how efficient trainees use 

the airspace spatially especially in arrival sequencing and maintaining safe separation between 

arriving and departing aircraft within the TMA. ADF was also measured and recorded for each 

arriving aircraft using the replay flies of ATC simulators separately.  

 

2.2.2.2.! Number of ATC Instructions 

The number of the average heading change, flight level change and speed change instructions 

given to each arriving aircraft by trainees were collected using the replay files during the radar 
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approach simulation exercises separately. The average number of instructions given by trainees 

per aircraft were described as average heading instruction count per aircraft (HC), average flight 

level change instruction count per aircraft (FLC) and average speed change instruction count 

per aircraft (SC).   

         

2.2.2.3.!  Traffic Outcomes         

Besides the instructions, the other parameters involving with aircraft flight profiles and 

sequencing were considered as independent variables for the analysis of flight efficiency. These 

parameters, referred to as traffic outcomes, considered as critical outcomes for the safe and 

efficient execution of air traffic within a TMA, yet no statistical analysis or quantification had 

been found in the literature regarding their impact of the chosen efficiency indicators to evaluate 

the trainees. Three of these outcomes were chosen as average low-altitude level-off flight 

percentage (LALF), average position shifting per aircraft in arrival sequence (PS), and average 

spacing on ILS course between aircraft (AS). These outcomes are explained below. 

 

Average Low-Altitude Level-off Flight Percentage (LALF):  

This traffic outcome is the ratio of the total level flight distance flown below FL080 to the total 

horizontal distance traveled per flight between its TMA entry point and the hand-off point over 

ASIMA fix (Figure 6). The average LALF of the flight k can be formulated as: 

!"!#$ = &
'

(()*+,-
.*,-

/
01&

'
21&                            (1) 

In Equation (1), i is the index of the level-off portion of any flight under FL080 (i=1,2,….l); j 

is the index of the trainee (j=1, 2,…m=10); k is the index of the arriving flight (k=1,2,…n=71); 

LLODijk is the low altitude level of distance of the ith portion which belongs to flight k handled 

by trainee j; and GDjk is the total ground distance traveled by flight k handled by trainee j.  

Any low-altitude level flight under this altitude increased fuel consumption due to increased 

aerodynamic drag and thrust requirements. Therefore, higher values of LALF means less 

efficient descent profiles for arriving flights. The lowest value, of course, is achieved through 

implementation of continuous descent operation (CDO) including level-off at the entry flight 

level if required and then uninterrupted descent to the hand-off point over ASIMA fix (Figure 
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1). CDO, on the other hand, can be difficult to implement as the traffic complexity increases 

for trainees at basic training level. Therefore, LALF is selected as a performance measure to 

evaluate trainees in terms of flight efficiency.  

 

 

Figure 6. Flight profile of Flight k (i.e. handled by trainee j) between TMA entry and hand-off point. 

 
Average Position Shifting per Flight in the Arrival Sequence (PS): 

Position shifting (PS) can be described as a deviation of an aircraft from its First-Come-First-

Served (FCFS) order (Figure 7). FCFS sequence requires aircraft to land in order of their 

scheduled arrival times at the runway. When the radar approach exercises are considered, these 

scheduled arrival times are replaced by the estimated hand-off times of the arriving flights to 

the aerodrome control unit over ASIMA fix along the ILS course. These estimated arrival times 

(ETAs) to ASIMA point depends on the pre-defined TMA entry time (T0) and position of entry 

points of arriving flights.  The average PS of the flight k can be formulated as: 

34$ = &
' 342$'

21&                                           (2) 

 

In Equation (2), j is the index of the trainee (j=1, 2,…m=10); k is the index of the arriving flight 

(k=1,2,…n=71) and PSjk is the number of the position shifting of flight k handled by trainee j.  

FCFS sequence leads to less workload for controller and reduces the standard deviations of 

delays per aircraft.  

FL080

FL220TMA
Entry
Point Flight k

GDk

LLOD1k LLOD2k LLODlk

Hand-off Point 
(ASIMA)
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Figure 7. Time-space representation for position shifting of flight k from the FCFS arriving sequence within the TMA 

 

Average Aircraft Spacing on ILS Course (AS): 

Aircraft spacing on the ILS course indicates the distance between two successive arriving 

aircraft when both intercept the ILS course (Figure 8). The average AS of the flight k is 

calculated as: 

55555"4$ = &
' "42$'

21&                              (3) 

 In Equation (3), j is the index of the trainee (j=1, 2,…m=10); k is the index of the arriving 

flight (k=1,2,…n=60) and ASjk is the spacing between flight k and k-1 handled by trainee j on 

the ILS course. Note that the first flights intercepting ILS course in each exercise are excluded 

from the arrival aircraft set during the calculations. All arriving flights are required to ensure 

the distance separation minimum of 5 NM for the exercises. Large deviations from this 

minimum separation, on the other hand, can be considered as a measure of inefficiency in terms 

of throughput.   
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2.3.!  Correlation Analysis  

The descriptive statistics of the selected variables for correlation and regression analyses are 

presented in Table 5. All these variables considered as dependent and independent variables 

were expressed in terms of arriving flights averaged over the main group of trainees. Average 

fuel, distance and flight duration have large variations among arriving flights due to airspace 

design (relative distance and heading of entry points to the hand-off point, initial flight levels 

etc.) and traffic complexity (traffic mix and density etc.). The results also show that each flight 

received similar numbers of flight level and heading change instructions (i.e. 3.9 flight level 

changes and 3.7 heading change per flight in average) while they received relatively low speed 

instructions (i.e. 1.6 per aircraft in average).  

The main group averages of LALF range between 6.1% (the highest efficiency) and 38.2% (the 

lowest efficiency) for 71 arriving flights in 10 exercises (Table 5). The main group averages of 

PS vary between 0 (i.e. FCFS compliant) and 2 per aircraft with a mean of 0.6 for 71 arriving 

flights in 10 exercises (Table 5) while the mean is 0.6 per aircraft. These results indicate that 

trainees use small number of shifting in the positions of flights in arrival sequence. The main 

group averages for AS ranges between 5.9 and 10.8 NM with the mean of 8.4 NM (Table 5). 

These results indicate instructions given by trainees ensure the safety constraints yet there is 

still room for improvement. 

 

 

Figure 8. Aircraft spacing on ILS course for a given arrival sequence 
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics of arriving flights averaged over trainees 

 N" Range" Min." Max." Mean" Std."
Dev."

Average'Fuel'Consumption'(AFC),'kg' 71" 747.9" 265.4" 1013.3" 609.5" 192.4"
Average'Distance'Flown'(AFD),'nm'' 71" 103.4" 17.8" 121.2" 83.3" 18.9"
Average'Flight'Time'(AFT),'min' 71" 17.2" 11.7" 28.83" 18.8" 4.5"
Flight'Level'Instruction'Count'(FLC)' 71" 2.8" 2.4" 5.2" 3.9" .7"
Heading'Instruction'Count'(HC)' 71" 3.4" 2.0" 5.4" 3.7" .9"
Speed'Instruction'Count'(SC)' 71" 2.6" .4" 3.0" 1.6" .5"
LowAAlt'LevelAoff'Percentage'(LALF)' 71" 32.2" 6.1" 38.2" 22.3" 6.8"
Position'Shifting'in'Arrival'Sequence'(PS)' 71" 2.00" .0" 2.00" .6" .5"
Aircraft'Spacing'on'ILS'Course'(AS)' 60" 4.9" 5.9" 10.8" 8.4" 0.9"

 

Before constructing the new regression models for flight efficiency indicators, correlations 

were investigated between all variables for this data set. The independent variables having 

significant correlation with dependent variables were included in the regression models. 

Pairwise correlations between efficiency indicators, ATC instructions and traffic outcomes are 

presented in Table 6.  

Efficiency indicators, AFC, ADF and AFT have a strong positive correlation between each 

other.  For instance, the Pearson correlation coefficients between the pairs of AFC-ADF and 

AFC-AFT were found to be 0.786 (p<0.001) and 0.914 (p<0.001), respectively. These results 

are consistent with the general aircraft performance which states that fuel consumption of an 

aircraft is usually a complex function of its trajectory. These correlations however do not relate 

the efficiency metrics and trainees’ methods to handle the aircraft. For that reason, correlations 

between trainees’ instructions, traffic outcomes and efficiency metrics are also important. FLC 

(r=0.657), HC (r=0.686) and LALF (r=0.599) have medium positive correlations with AFC at 

a significance level of p<0.001. These correlations provide a clear indication of trainees’ 

performance on flight efficiency.  Average speed change instructions (SC), on the other hand, 

have no correlation with any other variables. Although, average position shifting (PS) and 

aircraft spacing (AS) have a medium correlation with low-altitude level off, they do not have 

any correlation with fuel consumption. PS also have no correlation with AFT and ADF, while 

AS have a medium correlation with them. Therefore, it can be concluded that the route flown 

and flight levels have more critical impact on the flight efficiency rather than arrival sequencing 

and speed changes.  
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Table 6. Correlation matrix of trainees’ averages for arriving aircraft set 

 

Average'Fuel'

Consumption'

(AFC)'

Average'

Distance'

Flown'(ADF)'

Average'

Flight'Time'

(AFT)'

Flight'Level'

Instruction'

Count'(FLC)'

Heading'

Instruction'

Count'(HC)'

Speed'

Instruction'

Count'(SC)'

Low?Alt'Level'

off'

Percentage'

(LALF)'

Position'

Shifting'in'

Arrival'

Sequence'

(PS)'

Aircraft'

Spacing'on'

ILS'Course'

(AS)'

Average'Fuel'
Consumption'per'a/c'

(AFC)'

Pearson(Correlation( ( .786**( .914**( .657**( .686**( .170( .599**( .128( 8.170(
Sig.((28tailed)(  .000( .000( .000( .000( .156( .000( .289( .193(
N( ( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 60(

Average'Distance'
Flown'per'a/c'(ADF)'

Pearson(Correlation( .786**( ( .876**( .686**( .718**( 8.106( .289*( 8.149( 8.308*(
Sig.((28tailed)( .000(  .000( .000( .000( .381( .014( .216( .017(
N( 71( ( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 60(

Average'Flight'Time'
per'a/c'(AFT)'

Pearson(Correlation( .914**( .876**( ( .717**( .735**( .108( .501**( 8.055( 8.311*(
Sig.((28tailed)( .000( .000(  .000( .000( .372( .000( .651( .016(
N( 71( 71( ( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 60(

Flight'Level'
Instruction'Count'per'

a/c'(FLC)'

Pearson(Correlation( .657**( .686**( .717**( ( .577**( 8.033( .264*( 8.125( 8.098(
Sig.((28tailed)( .000( .000( .000(  .000( .787( .026( .299( .458(
N( 71( 71( 71( ( 71( 71( 71( 71( 60(

Heading'Instruction'
Count'per'a/c'(HC)'

Pearson(Correlation( .686**( .718**( .735**( .577**( ( 8.152( .258*( 8.059( 8.225(
Sig.((28tailed)( .000( .000( .000( .000(  .207( .030( .623( .083(
N( 71( 71( 71( 71( ( 71( 71( 71( 60(

Speed'Instruction'
Count'(SC)'per'a/c'

Pearson(Correlation( .170( 8.106( .108( 8.033( 8.152( ( .189( .139( 8.249(
Sig.((28tailed)( .156( .381( .372( .787( .207(  .114( .249( .055(
N( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( ( 71( 71( 60(

Low?Alt'Level'off'
Percentage'per'a/c'

(LALF)'

Pearson(Correlation( .599**( .289*( .501**( .264*( .258*( .189( ( .359**( .059(
Sig.((28tailed)( .000( .014( .000( .026( .030( .114(  .002( .654(
N( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( ( 71( 60(

Position'Shifting'in'
Arrival'Sequence'(PS)'

Pearson(Correlation( .128( 8.149( 8.055( 8.125( 8.059( .139( .359**( ( .068(
Sig.((28tailed)( .289( .216( .651( .299( .623( .249( .002(  .607(
N( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( 71( ( 60(

Aircraft'Spacing'on'
ILS'Course'(AS)'

Pearson(Correlation( 8.170( 8.308*( 8.311*( 8.098( 8.225( 8.249( .059( .068( (
Sig.((28tailed)( .193( .017( .016( .458( .083( .055( .654( .607(  
N( 60( 60( 60( 60( 60( 60( 60( 60( (

**.(Correlation(is(significant(at(the(0.01(level((28tailed).(

*.(Correlation(is(significant(at(the(0.05(level((28tailed).(
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2.4.! Regression Analysis 

Regression analysis were performed to obtain AFC, AFT and ADF in terms of ATC instruction 

counts and traffic outcomes listed in Table 5.  Selection of independent variables in these 

models were primarily done according to the Pearson correlation coefficients. The independent 

variables with higher correlation coefficients were added to the regression models first.  The 

casual relations were investigated between the selected dependent and independent variables, 

such as FLC, HC and LALF. Independent variables having no significant causal relationship 

with the dependent variables were eliminated from the models. Besides, the independent 

variables with low Pearson correlation were also added to the models in order to search for 

casual relations. Although SC had weak correlation with AFC and AFT, regression, significant 

causal relationships were detected between it and these dependent variables. Therefore, it was 

added to the corresponding models.  

2.4.1.! Average Fuel Consumption (AFC) Regression Model 

Average fuel consumption per aircraft (AFC) in terms of kilograms was selected as the 

dependent variable. Average flight level instruction counts (FLC), average heading change 

instruction count (HC) and low-altitude level-off flight percentage (LALF) per flight have a 

moderate relation with AFC according to Pearson coefficient (Table 6), therefore they are 

chosen as the independent variables of the linear regression model. Although average speed 

change instruction counts (SC) per flight has a positive weak relation with AFC, it is also added 

to the model as independent variable to observe its relative weight on fuel consumption. The 

linear regression model can be formulated as follows: 

 

!"# = 91.4)"*# + 93.8).# + 63.3)0# + 10.6*!*" − 435                  (4) 

 

The model relates the average fuel consumption with trainees’ instructions and low-altitude 

level-off ratio of flight profiles. Therefore, it provides a quantitative measure of trainees’ fuel 

performance which can be used to calculate their score of efficiency. The R2 value of the model 

(Table 7) indicates that 75.8% of the variation in AFC is explained by the independent variables. 

ANOVA analysis (Table 8) also shows that model is statistically significant with p<0.001. The 

results regarding regression coefficients (Table 9) show that all independent variables in the 
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model have a significant correlation with AFC (p<0.01). The collinearity statistics in Table 9 

also indicates that no multicollinearity problem exists between the independent variables FLC, 

HC, LALF and SC based on their variance influence factor (VIF) values. As a rule of thumb, 

VIF values under 2.0 indicate weak correlation between the independent variables. 
 

Table 7. Summary of the regression model for Average Fuel Consumption per aircraft (AFC) 

 
 

Table 8. ANOVA results for Average Fuel Consumption per aircraft (AFC) 

Model& Sum&of&Squares& df& Mean&Square& F& Sig.&

1& Regression& 1964707.278& 4& 491176.819& 51.648& .000
b
&

Residual& 627661.427& 66& 9510.022&   

Total& 2592368.705& 70&    

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Fuel&Consumption&

b.&Predictors:&(Constant).&LowOAlt&Level&off&Percentage.&Speed&Instruction&Count.&Flight&Level&

Instruction&Count.&Heading&Instruction&Count&

&

 

Table 9. Regression Coefficients for Average Fuel Consumption per aircraft (AFC) 

Model&

Unstandardized&

Coefficients&

Standardized&

Coefficients&

t& Sig.&

Correlations&

Collinearity&

Statistics&

B& Std.&Error& Beta&

ZeroO

order& Partial& Part&

Toler

ance& VIF&

(Constant)& O434.996& 81.948&  O5.308& .000&      
FLC& 91.356& 21.870& .313& 4.177& .000& .657& .457& .253& .653& 1.532&

HC& 93.745& 16.375& .437& 5.725& .000& .686& .576& .347& .630& 1.587&

SC& 63.295& 22.672& .176& 2.792& .007& .170& .325& .169& .920& 1.087&

LALF& 10.557& 1.854& .371& 5.695& .000& .599& .574& .345& .865& 1.157&

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Fuel&Consumption&

 

 

Model& R& R
2& Adjusted&

R
2&

Std.&Error&

of&the&

Estimate&

Change&Statistics&
DurbinO

Watson&R
2
&Change&

F&

Change&
df1& df2&

Sig.&F&

Change&

1& .871
a
& .758& .743& 97.5193& .758& 51.648& 4& 66& .000& 1.662&
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2.4.2.! Average Flight Time (AFC) Regression Model 

Average flight time per aircraft (AFT) in terms of kilograms was selected as the dependent 

variable while average flight level instruction counts (FLC), average heading change instruction 

count (HC) and low-altitude level-off flight percentage (LALF) per flight were selected as 

independent variables having moderate correlation with AFT. Average speed change 

instruction counts (SC) per flight was also added to the model as independent variable to 

observe its relative effect on flight duration. The linear regression model can be formulated as 

follows: 

))))))))))!"4 567 = 2.6 ∙ "*# + 2.3 ∙ .# + 1.2 ∙ 0# + 0.17 ∙ *!*" − 5.64            (5) 

The model in Equation (5) relates the average flight time (AFT) with trainees’ HC and SINC 

instructions as well as low-altitude level-off ratio of flight profiles. Therefore, it provides a 

quantitative measure of trainees’ time performance which can be used to calculate their score 

of efficiency. The R2 value of the model indicates that 76.3% of the variation in AFC was 

explained by the independent variables FLC, HC, SC and LALF (Table 10). According to the 

ANOVA analysis also the model is statistically significant with p<0.001 (Table 11). Similar to 

the first AFC model, LALF, HC and FLC have the stronger effects on flight duration while SC 

has a relatively weaker impact on it (Table 12). The model shows that AFT increases with all 

independent variables. As expected, heading change instructions usually lead to extended flight 

routes resulting in longer flight times. Therefore, increased HC given by trainees can rise AFT 

as described in the model. Increased FLC can also increase flight duration because they make 

arriving aircraft descent to lower flight altitudes than the ones at the TMA entry point. Based 

on aircraft performance, the operational airspeeds are required to be reduced as aircraft descents 

to lower altitudes. Hence more flight level changes mean that aircraft fly more at lower altitudes 

with relatively lower airspeeds. Like HC, LALF also indicates how much an arriving aircraft 

flies at lower flight levels with lower airspeeds. Consequently, both HC and FLC can increase 

AFT associated with these lower speeds at lower altitudes. The model in Equation (5) indicates 

that AFT linearly increases with SC. 
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Table 10. Summary of the regression model for Average Flight Time per aircraft (AFT) 

Model& R& R
2
&

Adjusted&

R
2&

Std.&Error&

of&the&

Estimate&

Change&Statistics&

DurbinO

Watson&&&R
2&
Change

&

F&

Change& df1& df2&

Sig.&F&

Change&

1& .873
a
& .763& .748& 2.23167& .763& 53.030& 4& 66& .000& 1.407&

a.&Predictors:&(Constant).&LowOAlt&Level&off&Percentage.&Speed&Instruction&Count.&Flight&Level&Instruction&Count.&

Heading&Instruction&Count&

b.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Flight&Duration&

&

 

Table 11. ANOVA results for Average Flight Time per aircraft (AFT) 

Model& Sum&of&Squares& df& Mean&Square& F& Sig.&

1& Regression& 1056.437& 4& 264.109& 53.030& .000
b
&

Residual& 328.704& 66& 4.980&   

Total& 1385.141& 70&    

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Flight&Time&

b.&Predictors:&(Constant).&LowOAlt&Level&off&Percentage.&Speed&Instruction&Count.&Flight&Level&

Instruction&Count.&Heading&Instruction&Count&

 

Table 12. Regression Coefficients for Average Flight Time per aircraft (AFT) 

Model&

Unstandardized&

Coefficients&

Stand.&

Coeffs.&

t& Sig.&

Correlations& Collinearity&Statistics&

B&

Std.&

Error& Beta&

ZeroO

order& Partial& Part& Tolerance& VIF&

(Constant)& O5.640& 1.875&  O3.008& .004&      
FLC& 2.594& .500& .385& 5.182& .000& .717& .538& .311& .653& 1.532&

HC& 2.331& .375& .470& 6.220& .000& .735& .608& .373& .630& 1.587&

SC& 1.193& .519& .144& 2.300& .025& .108& .272& .138& .920& 1.087&

LALF& .166& .042& .252& 3.902& .000& .501& .433& .234& .865& 1.157&

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Flight&Duration&

 

The collinearity statistics in Table 12 also indicates that no multicollinearity problem exists 

between the independent variables FLC, HC, LALF and SC based on their variance influence 

factor (VIF) values. 
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2.4.3.! Average Distance Flown (ADF) Regression Model 

Average distance flown per aircraft (ADF) was considered as the third efficiency indicator in 

the previous analyses based on the simulation data. Unlike AFC and ATF, the regression model 

for ADF was expressed in terms of two independent variables, FLC and HC. The regression 

model was formulated as follows: 

!;" 75 = 11.7 ∙ "*# + 10.2 ∙ .# − 0.14)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))(6))

The model in Equation (5) relates the average distance flown per (ADF) with trainees’ HC and 

FLC instructions only. The R2 value of the model indicates that 62.7% of the variation in ADF 

was explained by these independent variables (Table 13). According to the Analysis Of 

Variance (ANOVA) also the model is statistically significant with p<0.001 (Table 14). 

Although ADF can indicate how efficient trainees use the airspace spatially especially in arrival 

sequencing and maintaining safe separation between arriving and departing aircraft within the 

TMA, its interaction with flight time and profile makes its variance difficult to explain in terms 

of trainees’ instructions. Therefore, its R2 value is relatively low despite the model has two 

independent variables. But the model can still provide an insight for instructors regarding how 

efficiently they handle the arriving traffic within the TMAs. The collinearity statistics in Table 

15 also indicates that no multicollinearity problem exists between the independent variables 

FLC and HC based on their variance influence factor (VIF) values. 

 

Table 13. Summary of the regression model for Average Distance Flown per aircraft (ADF) 

Model& R& R&

Square&

Adjusted&R&

Square&

Std.&Error&of&

the&Estimate&

Change&Statistics& DurbinO

Watson&R&Square&

Change&

F&

Change&

df1& df2& Sig.&F&

Change&

1& .792
a
& .627& .616& 11.71354& .627& 57.064& 2& 68& .000& 1.786&

a.&Predictors:&(Constant).&Heading&Instruction&Count.&Flight&Level&Instruction&Count&

b.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Distance&Flown&
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Table 14. ANOVA results for Average Distance Flown per aircraft (ADF) 

Model& Sum&of&Squares& df& Mean&Square& F& Sig.&

1& Regression& 15659.238& 2& 7829.619& 57.064& .000
b
&

Residual& 9330.081& 68& 137.207&   
Total& 24989.319& 70&    

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Distance&Flown&

b.&Predictors:&(Constant).&Heading&Instruction&Count.&Flight&Level&Instruction&Count&

 

Table 15. Regression Coefficients for Average Flight Time per aircraft (ADF) 

Model&

Unstandardized&

Coefficients&

Standardized&

Coefficients&

t& Sig.&

Correlations& Collinearity&Statistics&

B&

Std.&

Error& Beta&

ZeroO

order& Partial& Part& Tolerance& VIF&

&(Constant)& O.136& 8.481&  O.016& .987&      
FLC& 11.663& 2.597& .407& 4.490& .000& .686& .478& .333& .667& 1.498&

HC& 10.188& 1.911& .483& 5.330& .000& .718& .543& .395& .667& 1.498&

a.&Dependent&Variable:&Average&Distance&Flown&
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3.! ANALYSIS OF THE INTEGRATED ATC RADAR-FLIGHT DECK 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The previously developed airspace model based on Frankfurt TMA was used to run the 

integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations. This TMA has generic characteristics provides 

quick and easy adaptation of ATCo trainees during basic training such as a convex airspace 

boundary with a moderate number of entry points (fixes) and absence of prohibited and 

restricted areas. Its relatively broad size also allows trainees to have a longer planning and 

executing time to perform arrival and departure sequencing and implement radar vectoring 

techniques. These relatively relaxed time windows not only help trainees detect conflicts and 

develop appropriate resolutions but also allow instructors to convey critical pedagogical 

information to trainees during the simulations. The previously developed exercise scenario, 

containing 9 arrivals and 4 departures, require advanced decision-making skills regarding 

effective and timely use of vectoring, airspeed adjustments and flight level change for conflict 

resolution and arrival sequencing.   A single aircraft type (i.e. Airbus A320) has been simulated 

in all exercises. The simulation setup consists of one ATC workstation along with a fixed based 

A320 flight deck simulator flying one arriving aircraft and two pseudo-pilot workstations 

running the rest of the arrivals and departures in the exercise. The total 10 trainees (5 from 

ESTU and 5 from ZFOT) participated in the simulations. Simulation logs of flight deck and 

ATC/pseudo-pilot workstations, communication logs and ATC mouse/keyboard interactions 

were collected to estimate trajectory data (i.e. flight distances and durations and fuel 

consumption) and ATCo instructions and actions. After each simulation both the pilot and 

trainees were administered NASA Task Load Survey (NASA-TLX) in electronic form to obtain 

further data for their task-load analysis. 

 

3.1.!  Analysis of Trainees’ Results  

Descriptive statistics of trainees participating the integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulation 

are presented based on the replay files and logs of the ATC Radar Simulator and NASA TLX 

surveys in Tables 16-20. The results of descriptive analysis indicate noticeable differences 

between trainees in terms of the number of ATC instructions such that speed, heading and 

altitude instructions range between 4-19, 21-45 and 15-41 with the average of 11.0, 30.2 and 
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31.2, respectively (Table 16). The similar variations are also observed for mouse/keyboard 

interaction counts (Table 17) and ATC tasks such that distance measurement between aircraft 

pairs and between aircraft and ILS course, heading measurements and relocating aircraft labels 

(Table 18). For trainees (n=10), the average overall score of NASA-TLX is obtained as 55.80 

with the standard deviation of 12.23 (Table 19). Average distance flown and average flight time 

by aircraft per trainee also ranges between 82.4-98.6 nm and 20.8-27.3 minutes (Table 20). 

 

Table 16. Descriptive statistics of instructions given by trainees (n=10) during the integrated ATC Radar-Flight 

Deck Simulations 

 Speed Change 
Instructions 

Flight Level Change 
Instructions 

Heading Change 
Instructions 

Mean 11.0! 31.2! 30.2!
Std. Deviation 5.7! 7.4! 6.8!

Range 15.0! 26.0! 24.0!
Maximum 19.0! 41.0! 45.0!
Minimum 4.0! 15.0! 21.0!

 

Table 17. Descriptive statistics of mouse/keyboard interaction counts of trainees (n=10) during the integrated 

ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

 Mouse 
Yard 

Mouse 
Inch Keystrokes Left Click Right 

Click 
Middle 
Click 

Double 
Clicks 

Mean 65.2! 16.8! 8.8! 264.7! 4.3! 0.1! 43.1!
Std. Deviation 19.5! 11.4! 9.2! 108.7! 4.1! 0.3! 36.7!

Range 50.0! 31.0! 25.0! 359.0! 13.0! 1.0! 92.0!
Maximum 89.0! 33.0! 25.0! 501.0! 13.0! 1.0! 99.0!
Minimum 39.0! 2.0! 0.0! 142.0! 0.0! 0.0! 7.0!

 

 

Table 18. Descriptive statistics of ATC task counts of trainees (n=10) during the integrated ATC Radar-Flight 

Deck Simulations 

 Distance 
Measurement 

between aircraft 

Distance 
Measurement 

between aircraft 
and ILS course 

Heading 
Measurement Relocating Labels 

Mean 11.6! 2.4! 21.8! 69.9!
Std. Deviation 5.2! 1.6! 23.6! 23.7!

Range 17.0! 4.0! 70.0! 81.0!
Maximum 20.0! 4.0! 73.0! 121.0!
Minimum 3.0! 0.0! 3.0! 40.0!
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Table 19. Descriptive statistics of Trainees’ NASA TLX scores during the integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

 Mental 
Demand 

Physical 
Demand 

Temporal 
Demand Performance Effort Frustration Overall 

Mean 60.0! 25.5! 56.5! 36.5! 69.0! 41.5! 55.8!
Std. Dev. 12.5! 15.0! 25.2! 18.1! 16.6! 22.2! 12.2!

Range 35.0! 35.0! 70.0! 60.0! 55.0! 70.0! 36.6!
Maximum 75.0! 45.0! 85.0! 70.0! 100.0! 80.0! 70.6!
Minimum 40.0! 10.0! 15.0! 10.0! 45.0! 10.0! 34.0!

  

Table 20. Descriptive statistics of average distance flown and average flight time per trainee (n=10) during the integrated 

ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

 Average Distance 
Flown (nm) 

Average Flight 
Time (nm) 

Mean 89.5! 25.7!
Std. Dev. 5.1! 2.0!

Range 16.2! 6.6!
Maximum 98.6! 27.3!
Minimum 82.4! 20.8!

 

Pearson correlation analyses were performed for all possible variable pairs presented for all 

abovementioned data sets. The pairs with significant correlation are presented with significance 

value and correlation coefficient (r) in Table 21.  

 

Table 21. Correlation analysis results for trainees 

Pairs Sig. r 
Speed instruction* Physical demand .002 -.843** 
Speed instruction * Average flight distance A/C .002 -.855** 
Speed instruction * Double clicks .005 -.810** 
Speed instruction * Heading measurement .005 -.804** 
Heading instruction * Physical demand .016 .732* 
Heading instruction * Average flight distance A/C .010 .764* 
Heading instruction * Double clicks .024 .701* 
Mental demand * Temporal demand .001 .876** 
Mental demand * Overall .005 .804** 
Physical demand * Average flight distance A/C .001 .889** 
Physical demand * Double clicks .000 .898** 
Physical demand * Heading measurement .000 .893** 
Temporal demand * Effort .006 .793** 
Temporal demand * Overall .000 .946** 
Effort * Overall .003 .829** 
Average flight distance A/C * Double clicks .001 .879** 
Average flight distance A/C * Heading measurement .004 .820** 
Double clicks * Heading measurement .000 .903** 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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When ATCo instructions are considered, the results show that speed and heading change 

instructions have a significant correlation with the average flight distance as a flight efficiency 

output. Therefore, a regression analysis (Table 22) were also performed considering average 

flight distance as the dependent variable while speed and heading change instructions as 

independent variables such that: 

FD=85.486-0.563!SI+0.337!HI      (7) 

In Equation (7), FD is average flight distance (nm), SI and HI are speed and heading change 

instructions, respectively. When physical demand scores of trainees are considered as 

dependent variable and speed and heading change instructions as independent variables, the 

regression analysis (Table 23) results in the following model: 

PD=16.18-1.671!SI+0.917!HI                 (8) 

In Equation (1), PD is physical demand (0-100 point), SI and HI are speed and heading change 

instructions, respectively. 

Table 22. Regression analysis for trainees: Flight Distance 

 B S.E. β t Sig. r Partial 
Const. 85.4 4.23  20.17 .000   

SI -.563 .13 -.63 -4.31 .004 -.855 -.853 
HI .337 .10 .45 3.09 .018 .764 .760 

R= 0.941 R2= 0.886     
F= 27.279 P= 0.000     

 

Table 23. Regression analysis for trainees: Physical Demand 

 B S.E. β t Sig. r Partial 
Const. 16,1 14,6  1,102 ,307   
SI -1,67 ,452 -,637 -3,700 ,008 -,843 -,813 
HI ,917 ,378 ,418 2,426 ,046 ,732 ,676 
R= 0.918 R2= 0.843     
F= 18.759 P= 0.002     

 

3.2.!  Analysis of Flight Deck Pilot’s Results  

The results of A320 Flight Deck Pilot are also presented based on the flight data recorder (FDR) 

and NASA TLX results in Table 24-26. Table 24 shows the descriptive statistics of the number 

of speed change, heading change and instructions given to the pilot by trainees. The number of 

the instructions per trainee ranges between 0-3 for speed change, 4-7 for flight level and heading 
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change. According to the statistical results of NASA TLX (Table 25), the pilot had low physical 

and temporal task load as well as low use of capacity (performance) and low frustration. The 

pilot also had medium mental demand and effort. The over score of 44.4% indicates that the 

overall task load level was below medium. Table 26 presents the descriptive statistics of the 

aircraft flown by the Flight Deck Simulator Pilot. The average duration of this flight is 30.5 

minutes, the average distance flown is 138.6 nm and the average fuel consumption is 784 kg. 

A correlation analysis was also performed for the pilot of A320 flight deck simulator based on 

NASA-TLX scores and flight data recorder results (i.e. flight distance, flight duration and 

aircraft fuel consumptions of aircraft controlled by the pilot during simulations). The significant 

correlations are presented in Table 27. A positive significant correlation is observed between 

pilot’s physical demand and flight distance as well as fuel consumption. 

 

Table 24. Descriptive statistics of instructions received by the A320 Flight Deck Pilot during the integrated ATC 

Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

 

 

Table 25. Descriptive statistics of NASA TLX scores of the A320 Flight Deck Pilot during the integrated ATC 

Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 
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Table 26. Average distance flown and average flight time of A320 aircraft controlled by the Flight Deck Pilot 

during the integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

 

Table 27.  Correlation analysis results for A320 Flight Deck Pilot 

Pairs Sig. r 
Mental demand * Performance .003 .822** 
Mental demand * Frustration .050 .633* 
Mental demand * Overall .001 .882** 
Physical demand * Flight distance (nm) .019 .719* 
Physical demand * Fuel consumption (kg) .003 .831** 
Performance * Effort .047 .639* 
Performance * Frustration .009 .774** 
Performance * Overall .006 .799** 
Effort * Frustration .002 .853** 
Effort * Overall .016 .733* 
Frustration * Overall .014 .744* 
Overall * Flight duration (min.) .014 .742* 
Flight duration (min.) * Fuel consumption (kg) .021 .713* 
Flight distance (nm) * Fuel consumption (kg) .026 .694* 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

The results of integrated ATC radar-flight deck simulations indicate that speed instruction can 

limit extension of flight distance and ATCos physical demand while heading instructions can 

increase them. It is also observed that extended flight paths have also a positive correlation with 

pilot’s physical demand as well as fuel consumption. Therefore, use of appropriate 

combinations of speed and heading change instructions should be studied instructions reducing 

flight duration should be studied more thoroughly to increase flight efficiency and decrease 

physical demand of ATCo trainees and pilots.  

 

3.3.! Analysis of Fuel Consumption  

Impacts of ATCo instructions on fuel consumption for the arriving aircraft was also be analyzed 

to provide further feedback based on the trajectory information received from the ATC 

simulator. The paired samples tests were performed to compare the results of ATC Radar 
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Approach Simulations (BEST 2018) and the integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulations 

(TUBS 2018) in terms of average fuel consumption per aircraft (AFC). The same trainees 

participated in the same simulation exercise run in two different simulators (ATC Radar 

Simulator-BEST and the integrated ATC Radar-A320 Flight Deck Simulator-TUBS) in 2018. 

Table 28 presents the paired samples statistics between BEST2018 and TUBS 2018 for average 

heading change (HC), average speed change (SC), average flight level change (FLC), 

instructions, low-altitude level of ratios (LALF), average fuel consumption (AFC) and average 

distance flown (ADF) scores. The noticeable differences were observed between FLC, SC, 

LALF, AFC and AFT scores of two simulations done by trainees for the 9th exercise (EXE009). 

According to the results in Table 28, the number of FLC and SC given by trainees were 

decreased from 4.1 to 3.5 and from 2.2 to 1.1 per aircraft, respectively in TUBS 2018 

simulations. While no noticeable difference was observed for HC, LALF scores were also 

increased from 25.2% to 36.4%.  

These results showed that trainees used relatively less instruction but let aircraft perform longer 

level-off flights within the TMA. AFC was also increased from 647 kg to 742.1 kg per aircraft 

mainly due to the extended level flights under FL080 (i.e. 8000 ft above average ground level). 

The differences in the user interface and functionalities between trainee workstations of these 

two ATC radar simulators can made trainees more conservative about flight safety. Trainees 

seemed to prefer longer level-off to provide safe separation while sequencing the arriving 

aircraft within the TMA. AFC of TUBS and BEST experiments have a strong positive 

correlation (r=0.943, p<0.001) as shown in Table 29. The strong positive correlation can also 

be observed between other pairs except SC. This result indicate that the impact of speed 

instructions should be further analysis in the next round of ATC radar approach simulations. 
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Table 28. Descriptive statistics of Paired Samples Tests for BEST2018 and TUBS2018 comparisons 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

HC TUBS 2018 3.15 8 .95 .34 

BEST 2018 3.26 8 1.09 .38 

FLC TUBS 2018 3.50 8 .83 .29 

BEST 2018 4.06 8 .60 .21 

SC TUBS 2018 1.38 8 .34 .12 

BEST 2018 2.23 8 .38 .13 

LALF TUBS 2018 36.39 8 6.10 2.16 

BEST 2018 25.25 8 7.63 2.69 

AFC 
(kg) 

TUBS 2018 742.1 8 234.7 82.99 

BEST 2018 647.1 8 190.9 67.51 

ADF 
(nm) 

TUBS 2018 103.7 8 17.6 6.25 

BEST 2018 99.4 8 17.3 6.10 
AFT 
(min) 

TUBS 2018 21.9 8 4.88 1.73 

BEST 2018 19.4 8 4.99 1.77 
 

Table 29. Paired Samples Correlations for BEST2018 and TUBS2018 comparisons 

 N Correlation Sig. 

HC TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .964 .000 

FLC TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .800 .017 

SC TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 -.544 .163 

LALF TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .705 .051 

AFC 

(kg) 

TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .943 .000 

ADF 

(nm) 

TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .783 .022 

AFT 

(min) 

TUBS2018 vs BEST2018 8 .925 .001 

 

The result of paired sample tests was presented between the HC, FLC, SC, LALF, AFC, ADF 

and AFT scores of TUBS 2018 and BEST 2018 groups (Table 30). In this table, the first column 

presents the variables considered in the analysis, the second column (mean) is the average 

difference between the scores of two groups, standard the third and fourth columns are the 
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standard deviation and standard error of the score differences, respectively. Lower and upper 

bounds of score differences are provided in fifth and sixth columns within 95% confidence 

interval. In the last three columns, the test statistic (t), degree of freedom (df) and p-value of 

the given test statistic t with degrees of freedom df are provided.  

According to Table 30, no significant difference can be detected between the means of HC (t=-

1.045, p>0.05) and ADF (t=1.065, p>0.05) between these two groups. But there are significant 

mean differences between FLC (t=-3.174, p<0.05), SC (t=-3.778, p<0.01) and LALF (t=5.77, 

p<0.01) scores of TUBS 2018 and BEST 2018. On average, FLC, and SC values of TUBS 2018 

group are 0.56 and 0.85 lower than those of BEST 2018 experiments, while LALF is 11.1% 

higher than the one of BEST 2018. There are also significance differences between the means 

AFC (t=3.199, p<0.05) and AFT (t=3.765, p<0.01) values of TUBS 2018 and BEST 2018.  

Although the differences in AFC and AFT scores, the results are consistent with the causal 

relationships described by the regression models.  

These analyses also show that the regression models to be used for efficiency assessment can 

be improved further especially with careful investigation of SC effects on AFC, AFT and ADF.  

 

Table 30. Paired Samples Tests for BEST2018 and TUBS2018 comparisons 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

HC 
 -.112 .304 .107 -.367 .142 -1.045 7 .331 

FLC -.56 .501 .177 -.981 -.143 -3.174 7 .016 

SC -.85 .634 .224 -1.380 -.319 -3.788 7 .007 

LALF 11.13 5.460 1.930 6.573 15.703 5.770 7 .001 

AFC 95.00 84.008 29.701 24.768 165.233 3.199 7 .015 

ADF 4.33 11.509 4.069 -5.288 13.955 1.065 7 .322 

AFT 2.54 1.910 .675 .946 4.14 3.765 7 .007 
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4.! RADAR APPROACH SIMULATION SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING 

GUIDELINES  

Providing the ATCo trainees with the awareness of flight efficiency in basic training will 

positively affect their work. The total fuel consumption by the aircraft in the airspace should be 

defined by measurable outputs such as the exercise end time and the total distance of the aircraft 

have flown in the airspace. These outputs directly affect the economy of flight and airspace 

efficiency. 

Fuel economy has been the primary concern of aircraft users especially for five decades. Air 

traffic controllers have a major impact on fuel consumption. The fuel consumption by the 

aircraft not only affects the flight economy, but also bring results such as air pollution. The 

reduction of fuel will reduce the costs of airline companies and the negative environmental 

impacts. 

Exercise duration time indicates the productivity of the trainees in terms of airspace capacity. 

As it directly affects the number of aircraft served per unit time, the exercise duration time can 

be an important efficiency indicator for instructors. The number of aircraft served per unit time, 

especially in airspaces with high traffic demand, is of great importance for airspace managers 

and ATCs. During the training of the ATCo trainees who will possibly be working in this type 

of airspace, the exercise duration time may be the primary efficiency criterion. Exercise 

duration time is important for accelerating the flow of air traffic. Exercise duration does not 

directly affect the fuel, but it is a criterion that can be taken into consideration by the instructors 

as it indicates that the airspace capacity is used efficiently. 

The fact that the aircraft served in the airspace fly more than the optimum flight distance due 

to the heading instructions, affects the traffic flow and fuel economy in the airspace. Longer 

distance of flight path causes the possible collisions in the airspace and increases the workload 

of the air traffic controller because spending more time on each aircraft. The increase in the 

total flight distance indicates that the trainee's vector technique is not at the desired level. If the 

total distance flown is a priority considering to the airspace worked and the expectations of the 

Instructors, it may be decided as an evaluation criterion. 
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Instructors can decide which of productivity indicators will be used considering to the exercise 

or training goals. According to the examinations, the factors to be considered during and before 

exercise to increase productivity are explained below. 

 

4.1.! Reducing Flight Level Instructions 

Stepped descent of the aircraft during their exercises shows that the ATCo trainees do not make 

any planning about the descent profile and they can only think of the management of the traffic 

flow in two dimensions. While explaining the vertical planning of the flight profile to the 

trainees, it must also be emphasized of the economical results of it. According to the project 

data, giving as few descent instructions as possible for landing aircraft in the approach sector 

will positively affect fuel economy. In basic air traffic control training, instead of step by step 

descent, a planned descent profile management should be explained. It is necessary to introduce 

trainees to the areas in the airspace where the descents can begin. ATCo trainees should be 

encouraged by instructors to use less flight level instructions and avoid using unnecessary 

instructions. 

 

4.2.! Level-off Minimization  

The most critical point in the relationship of the descent profile with the fuel is the occurrence 

of straight flight at the instructed flight level. The importance of continuous descent in approach 

(CDA) control has been emphasized in many studies. It is very important for the trainee to be 

able to decide where to start the descend according to the distance of the aircraft to the ILS 

course. For this, it is necessary to determine the continuous descend distances at the nominal 

level according to the entry point during the exercises. For example, aircraft need 54,28NM 

distance to descend from FL220 in the generic airspace (Figure 9). By introducing to trainees, 

the areas where the descent should begin, a vertical profile planning can be useful for arriving 

aircraft. During the air traffic flow management, especially in airspaces where vector technique 

is used, ATCo’s need to use an intermediate level to handle making safe separations in the 

sequencing planning. Using this intermediate level, which is a natural requirement of air traffic 

flow, at high levels possibly will positively affect fuel economy. For the airspace used within 

the scope of this project, it would be appropriate to use the intermediate levels between FL120 

- FL170 for this purpose. In the flight profile, fuel consumption reaches the highest level 
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especially during level off flight at FL 80 and below. The ATCo trainees must plan their descent 

instructions in a way that there will not be level-off below FL80. In the briefings held at the 

beginning of the exercise, this information should be explained to the trainee and during their 

experiment they should be supported in this direction by the instructors. Two critical points can 

arise in flight management based on this principle. First, it can be observed higher speeds than 

the expected ground speeds. That can cause increase of the number of speed instructions, but it 

must be avoided from the using unnecessary speed instructions. The second point is that the 

aircrafts can be remain high when they reach the ILS course. To balance this issue, the trainee 

should be supported by being warned at critical points. 

 

 

Figure 9. An example vertical planning for level-off minimization within the TMA 

 

4.3.! Number of Heading Change Instructions 

The fuel consumption is related to the number of heading instructions given by trainees. The 

high number of heading instructions indicate that the trainee is not familiar with the structure 

of the airspace and has difficulty in vector planning in the air traffic management. It is also an 
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indication that the vector technique of the ATCo trainees has not reached a satisfactory level 

yet. During the briefing, it is necessary to introduce the headings and delay headings which 

direct the aircraft to the ILS course while introducing the arrivals to the airspace. For example, 

in Figure 10, trainees can be informed about how to sequence three eastbound flights over a 

chosen common point for an efficient arrival sequencing. The first aircraft in the arrival 

sequence should not delayed and it should let to fly along the shortest possible trajectory 

intercepting the ILS course. This trajectory is shown in solid red curve in Figure 10.  If trainees 

are required to delay the eastbound aircraft, a 2500 heading instructions can be given as shown 

in dashed lines (Figure 10).  In Figure 11 and 12, there are two examples of efficient vectoring 

for the westbound aircraft within the TMA. In case of the aircraft coming from COLAS is the 

number one in the arrival sequence, it can have direct vector to the ILS course while the other 

one from RASVO should be delayed along the dashed red trajectory using heading instructions. 

In Figure 12, the westbound aircraft from RASVO is the number one in the arrival sequence 

and it flies direct to the ILS course, while the one from COLAS receive a 2100 heading 

instructions. Therefore, minimum possible number of heading instructions can be given to the 

aircraft.  

 

 

Figure 10. An example of an efficient vectoring delay for an eastbound flight within the TMA 
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Figure 11. An example of an efficient vectoring delay for a westbound flight within the TMA 
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Figure 12. An example of an efficient vectoring for arrival sequencing within TMA 

 

4.4.! Number of Speed Change Instructions 

It is important to give aircraft speed change instructions where it is necessary. Unnecessary 

speed increase or decrease instructions negatively affects fuel consumption and disrupts the 

systematic of traffic flow. The trainees should be informed that speed increase or decrease 

instructions is a method that can be used only when necessary. 
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5.! RADAR APPROACH SIMULATION ASSESSMENT BASED ON FLIGHT 

EFFICIENCY 

 
5.1.! Conventional Radar Approach Simulation Criteria 

ATC trainees’ performance assessments are done according to the existing performance 

objectives defined by European Union Commission Regulations [3]. The conventional 

assessment criteria for the radar approach simulation were adopted according to the common 

practice of both higher education institutions, ESTU and ZFOT. This conventional assessment 

is summarized in Table 31. The assessment criteria consider the different types of mistakes 

done by trainees during a simulation exercise in order to make an objective evaluation. 

Instructors notice and count these mistakes to evaluate the performance of trainees. Every 

trainee begins each exercise with the full score of 100% but every time a trainee makes a 

mistake, the score is reducing according to the given percent penalty depending on the nature 

of the mistake.  

 

Table 31. The conventional assessment criteria for radar approach simulation exercises 

Criteria of percentage deduction on exercise - start with 100% 
No. Types of mistakes Percentage 

1 

Collision 
Separation loss (rings) and no action taken 

Descending ACFT under ATCOSIMA MRVA 
 

-30% 

2 Separation loss (rings) with traffic info. and action taken 
 -20% 

3 

Unsafe clearance with no action taken 
Descending/climbing of ACFT in airspace not controlled by 

trainee 
Aircraft going through LLZ in final approach 

 

-10% 

4 
Unsafe clearance with action taken 

Greater mistake in vectoring (3600 turn) 
 

-5% 

5 

Greater mistake in radiotelephony communication 
Minor mistake in vectoring (wrong vector without 

measuring) 
Going through FIR/sector boundary; out of range 

 

-3% 

6 Minor mistakes in radiotelephony communication 
Flight strip data not updated -1% 
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The mistakes are grouped in six categories according to their seriousness. The first category 

includes collision, loss of separation without action taken and descending aircraft below 

minimum radar vectoring altitude which decreases the exercise percentage by 30%. Second one 

includes loss of separation with actions taken. Trainee gives traffic information and appropriate 

instruction. This category decreases the score by 20%. Next category includes giving unsafe 

clearance without appropriate actions, climbing or descending aircraft outside of trainee’s 

airspace and aircraft going through localizer in final approach. These mistakes decrease final 

score by 10%. Fourth category takes 5% which happens when trainees give unsafe clearance 

with action taken and do bigger mistakes in vectoring e.g. 360° turn. Fifth category includes 

mistakes in radiotelephony communication, minor mistakes in vectoring and going through 

flight information region/sector boundary. This category takes 3% of final score. The last 

category takes 1% of score and includes minor mistakes in radiotelephony communication and 

flight strip data not being updated. 

The conventional criteria present a structure to evaluate trainees’ performance based on flight 

safety with an objectivity, but they do not offer any specified criteria to evaluate their 

performance based on flight efficiency.   Therefore, instructors either do not consider or 

evaluate trainees’ performance regarding flight efficiency subjectively. In addition to the 

conventional safety-based criteria, flight efficiency-based criteria are required for more 

complete assessment according to the future objectives of Pan-European Air Traffic 

Management.  

 

5.2.! The Flight Efficiency-based Radar Approach Simulation Criteria 

The results of the analyses given through Section 2 and 3 clearly indicate that the flight 

efficiency depends on the trajectories of aircraft flying within the TMA from the entry point to 

the handoff point. Although each aircraft has a certain flight plan including scheduled entry/exit 

time, location and flight level as well as known performance characteristics such as airspeed 

and rate of descent/climb profiles in the described exercises scenario, trainees make changes in 

this plan and therefore in their trajectories using instructions. These instructions include heading 

changes (HC), flight level changes (FLC) and speed changes (SC).  
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Each trainee is expected to give a combination of these instruction to each aircraft to avoid any 

loss of safe separation (i.e. 5 NM in horizontal and 1000 ft in vertical) with other aircraft. As a 

result of these instructions, the trajectories of aircraft can be modified. How well these 

modifications can be done depend on several factors such that extra fuel consumed, extra 

distance and time flown. The flight efficiency-based assessment criteria, therefore, should relate 

trainees’ inputs with these efficiency indicators. In order to achieve these criteria, the three 

multilinear regression models for AFC, AFT and AFD were developed to quantify the trainees’ 

performance regarding the flight efficiency based on ATC radar approach simulation results 

present in Section 2. The integrated ATC Radar-Flight Deck Simulation results in Section 3 

also confirmed the consistency of the causality of the models. As a result of these analyses, 

three flight efficiency assessment scores were developed based on the multilinear regression 

models represented by Equation (4)-(6).  

5.2.1.! Fuel Efficiency Score of Trainee 

The average fuel consumption per aircraft (AFC) describes the fuel consumption of an arriving 

aircraft specified in a radar approach simulation exercise in terms of trainee’s instructions as 

given in Equation (4): 

!"# = 91.4)"*# + 93.8).# + 63.3)0# + 10.6*!*" − 435 

In Equation, FLC is the average flight level instruction change count received by the aircraft; 

HC is the average heading change instruction count received by the aircraft; SC is the average 

speed change (increase or decrease) count received by the aircraft; and LALF is the average 

low-altitude level-off percentage (0-100%) flown by the aircraft. To calculate the AFC, the 

instructor should put the number of FLC, HC and SC given to the aircraft by trainees and the 

LALF flown by the aircraft. These values can be counted or estimated during or after the 

simulation exercises using replay files.   

In order to convert AFC quantified in kilograms to the fuel efficiency score, a Fuel Penalty (FP) 

of the trainee for the specified aircraft in the given exercise was defined as follows:  

"<=>? =
@ABCDEF@ABGHI,DE

K
L

@ABCDE
L
İNK F@ABGHI,DE

                                           (9) 
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In Equation (9) AFCijk is the estimated fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise by ith 

trainee; AFCref, ijk is the reference fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise estimated for 

ith exercise by the instructor where the exercise index, i =1…. n=10, the exercise index, 

j=1…..m=10, and the aircraft index, k=1…L. The number L depends on the number of arriving 

aircraft in the exercise. Nominator of Equation (9) provides the difference between trainee’s 

AFC and the reference AFC estimated by the instructor while the denominator of Equation (9) 

provides the difference between the mean AFC of trainees and the reference AFC estimated by 

the instructor. The ratio of how much the trainee approached to the target AFC value instructor 

to how much the average of trainees approached to the target ATC describes the Fuel Penalty 

of the trainee.  In order to obtain the fuel score (FS) of trainee for the given aircraft, the 

following formula was defined as: 

)"0=>? =
AODE)PQRFAOCDE

AODE)PQRFAODE)PCL
×100                                  (10) 

Equation (10) provides a score between 0-100 based on the minimum and maximum fuel 

penalties received by the trainee group doing the same exercise.  Finally, in order to estimate 

the fuel efficiency score of ith trainee for the jth exercise, average of fuel scores for each aircraft 

were should be calculated as: 

"0=> =
T

U
"0=>?

U
?VT                                               (11) 

5.2.2.! Time Efficiency Score of Trainee 

The average flight time per aircraft (AFC) describes the flight duration (makespan time) of an 

arriving aircraft specified in a radar approach simulation exercise in terms of trainee’s 

instructions as given in Equation (5): 

!4" 567 = 2.6 ∙ "*# + 2.3 ∙ .# + 1.2 ∙ 0# + 0.17 ∙ *!*" − 5.64 

 

The similar steps can be repeated to estimate the time efficiency score of the trainee for the 

specified exercise as follows: 

•& Time Penalty:          

           4<=>? =
@AWCDEF@AWGHI,DE

K
L

@AWCDE
L
İNK F@AWGHI,DE

                                    (12) 
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•& Time Score for the given aircraft: 

40=>? =
WODE)PQRFWOCDE

WODE)PQRFAODE)PCL
×100                                  (13) 

•& Time Efficiency Score of the ith trainee for the jth exercise: 

40=> =
T

U
40=>?

U
?VT                                               (14) 

Where AFTijk is the estimated fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise by ith trainee; 

AFTref, ijk is the reference fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise estimated for ith 

exercise by the instructor where the exercise index, i =1…. n=10, the exercise index, 

j=1…..m=10, and the aircraft index, k=1…L. The number L depends on the number of arriving 

aircraft in the exercise. 

5.2.3.! Distance Efficiency Score of Trainee 

The average distance flown per aircraft (ADF) describes ground distance traveled by an arriving 

aircraft specified in a radar approach simulation exercise in terms of trainee’s instructions as 

given in Equation (6): 

!;" 75 = 11.7 ∙ "*# + 10.2 ∙ .# − 0.14 

The similar steps can be repeated to estimate the time efficiency score of the trainee for the 

specified exercise as follows: 

•& Distance Penalty:          

           ;<=>? =
@XACDEF@XAGHI,DE

K
L

@XACDE
L
İNK F@XAGHI,DE

                                    (15) 

•& Distance Score for the given aircraft: 

 

;0=>? =
XODE)PQRFXOCDE

XODE)PQRFXODE)PCL
×100                                  (16) 

•& Distance Efficiency Score of the ith trainee for the jth exercise: 

;0=> =
T

U
;0=>?

U
?VT                                               (17) 
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Where ADFijk is the estimated fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise by ith trainee; 

ADFref, ijk is the reference fuel consumption of kth aircraft in jth exercise estimated for ith 

exercise by the instructor where the exercise index, i =1…. n=10, the exercise index, 

j=1…..m=10, and the aircraft index, k=1…L. The number L depends on the number of arriving 

aircraft in the exercise. 

 

5.2.4.! Overall Efficiency Score of Trainee 

Instructors can estimate an overall efficiency score for each trainee for the specified exercise 

as the weighted average of FS, TS and DS scores such that: 

YZ=> = [T> ∙ "0=> + [\> ∙ 40=> + []> ∙ ;0=>                                 (18) 

In Equation (18), w1j, w2j and w3j are the weight coefficients of jth exercise to be determined 

by the instructor. Depending on the objective and difficulty level, different weight coefficients 

can be chosen for each exercise. If the instructors prefers to evaluate the fuel efficiency as the 

overall efficiency performance for an exercise, the weighting coefficients become w1=1, w2=0 

and w3=0.  

5.2.5.! Overall Score of Trainee 

The proposed flight efficiency scores can be used alone as additional assessment criteria for the 

evaluation of trainees’ performance through ATC Radar Approach Training. Alternatively, they 

can be combined with the score of conventional assessment criteria based on flight safety. In 

this regard, the decision depends on the preference of instructors considering the learning 

objectives, content and difficulty levels of each exercise. Therefore, Trainees’ overall scores 

can be expressed as the weighted averages of both scores such that:   

Y0=> = ^T> ∙ 00=> + (1 − ^T>) ∙ YZ=>                                 (19) 

In Equation (19), OSij describes the overall score of ith trainee in jth exercise, SSij is the safety 

score of ith trainee in jth exercise according to the conventional assessment criteria in Table  
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31 and OEij is the proposed efficiency score of ith trainee in jth exercise. The coefficient α1j 

represents the weight of related scores.  

 

5.3.! Reference Values of Efficiency Indicators 

The values of AFCref, AFTref and ADFref were selected by the instructors for each simulation 

scenario within the exercise set given in in IO1 Generic Exercise Outline Booklet. These values 

were considered as the target values to be achieved. The reference values of ADFref were 

calculated according to the shortest possible distance between the entry points and the common 

handoff point over ASIMA fix as presented in Figure 13.  These shortest possible distances are 

equal to the sum of direct path and minimum arc distance to establish to the ILS course. 

 

Figure 13. Reference average distance flown (ADF) values within TMA 

The values of AFCref and AFTref were calculated based on the given ADFref values, entry altitude 

and performance characteristics of aircraft for the given exercise. These reference values are 

given in Appendix II.  
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6.! GENERIC EXERCISE PROGRAM 

The improvement of flight efficiency awareness in trainees is possible with repetition of the 

tasks in the exercises over time. Therefore, the exercises should be designed from easy to 

difficult so that trainees can adjusted used to the airspace and traffic flow. Trainees should be 

expected to progress through three low-difficulty exercises. Medium-high difficulty exercises 

allow trainees to perform better in terms of flight efficiency. The sample generic exercise plan 

is presented in Table 32. 

 

Table 32. The sample generic exercise plane for radar approach simulation training 

Exercise 
Name 

Description Objectives Difficulty 

EXE001 

•&Low air traffic density 
•&Arrivals only 

•&Familiarization with TMA 
•&Range and bearing measurement with respect to the handoff point 

(ASIMA) 
•&Planning for Arrival Sequencing 
•&Descent Point Estimation 
•&Communication of FLC, HC and SC instructions to pseudo-pilots 
•&Listening readback and correction 

Low 

EXE002 •&Low air traffic density 
•&Arrivals from distantly and  
•&Departures with one-minute 

time separation 

In addition to the objectives of EXE001: 
•&Monitoring distance separation between arrivals and departures 
•&Monitoring time separation between departures 
•&Separation assurance between arrivals and departures using basic 

vectoring techniques  

Low 

EXE003 •&Medium air traffic density 
•&Mix of arrivals and 

departures 
•&Conflicts between arrivals at 

the same entry point 

In addition to the objectives of EXE002: 
•& Conflict resolution between arrivals using vectoring techniques  
•& Conflict resolution between arrivals and departures using 

vectoring techniques 
 

Low 

EXE004 •&Medium air traffic density 
and arrival-departure mix 

In addition to the objectives of EXE003: 
•& Separation assurance between departures using climb rate 

adjustments 
•& Separation assurance between departures and arrivals using 

climb/descent rate adjustments 
•& Modification of arrival sequence according to the entry-time 

changes 
 

Low-Medium 

EXE005 •&Medium air traffic density 
•&Departure sequence 
•&Simultaneous multiple 

arrival entries to TMA 

•&Sequencing multiple arrivals over the same fix over the same fix 
at the same 

•&Airspeed adjustment in arrival sequencing 
•&Handling arrivals from opposite directions 

Low-Medium 

EXE006 •&Medium-high air traffic 
density 

•&Multiple arrivals and 
departure sequences 

•&Sequencing multiple arrivals 
•& Separation assurance between departures using climb rate 

adjustments 

Medium 

EXE007 •&High air traffic density with 
close entry times 

•&Multiple arrivals and 
departure sequences 

•&Separation assurance between arrivals and departures 
•&Separation assurance between departures 
•&Orderly sequences of arrival and departure flows 

Medium-
High 

EXE008 •&High air traffic density 
•&Multiple departures with 

close entry times 
•&Successive arrival pairs  

•&Multiple arrival sequencing and separation assurance at the same 
fix with close flyover times 

•&Prioritization of aircraft for effective arrival sequencing 

High 

EXE009 •&High air traffic density •&Effective implementation of radar separation procedures 
•&Organization of arrival sequences according to the entry points 

High 
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•&Multiple arrivals with 
similar flyover times 

•&Use of alternative arriving sequencing for arrival groups 

EXE010 •&High air traffic density 
•&Multiple arrivals from 

opposite directions 
•&Multiple departures  

•&Effective implementation of radar separation procedures 
•&Deciding priorities between arrival groups 
•&Sequencing aircraft groups over the same fix at similar flyover 

times 

Mediun-High 

 

The detailed descriptions of these exercises were provided in IO1 Generic Exercise Outline 

Booklet.  
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APPENDIX I.  

 
ATCo Participant Selection Criteria for Enhanced Supplementary Training 

ATCo trainees to be participated in the radar approach control simulations of ATCOSIMA 

Project were selected according to the following common criteria among the enrolled students 

of ESTU and ZFOT: 

For participation to the ATC Radar Approach Simulations at ESTU and ZFOT: 

(1)! The active students of Air Traffic Control academic/degree programs at ESTU or ZFOT 

can be participate the simulation experiments on voluntary basic. 

(2)! Participants should have no health conditions or any other problems restricting them to 

travel internationally. 

(3)! Participants should have completed Radar Control Theory Class successfully. 

(4)! Participants should have completed Radar Approach Simulation Class successfully. 

(5)! Gender equality will be considered in the selection of participants 

Number of the participants can be limited based on the availability of simulators and instructors 

at this stage. 

For participation to the Integrated ATC Radar Approach Simulations at TUBS, ESTU and 

ZFOT select their 5 candidates according to the following criteria: 

(1)! Participants should attend all 10 exercises of the ATC Radar Approach Simulations 

(2)! If the number of participants attending to the ATC Radar Approach Simulations are 

more than 5 persons per each institution, the participants having top 5 scores in Exercise 9 

(EXE009) are to be selected. 

(3)! In case participants have the same scores to be eligible to the top 5, gender equality in 

will be considered for the selection. 
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APPENDIX II.  

Reference AFC and ADF Values  

Exercise 

Number 

Aircraft 

Callsign 

Aircraft 

Number 

TMA Entry 

Point 

Aircraft 

TMA Entry 

Time 

Entry FL 
Reference 

AFC (kg) 

Reference 

AFT (sec) 

EXE001 SAS112 1 SIRPO 05:45 210 187.19 769.03 

 DLH463 2 KERAX 05:45 220 204.54 820.13 

 AFR338 3 RASVO 06:20 210 153.22 716.40 

 THY312 4 COLAS 06:20 200 136.83 667.38 

 SXS106 5 XINLA 06:45 220 106.06 666.57 

        

EXE002 THY205 1 XINLA 06:45 210 121.17 666.76 

 THY136 2 OLALI 06:45 220 304.93 976.65 

 DLH996 3 SIRPO 07:15 210 187.19 769.03 

 DLH476 4 RASVO 07:15 230 122.48 715.27 

 IBE882 5 COLAS 07:50 220 106.06 666.57 

 SAS246 6 KERAX 07:50 210 221.17 821.67 

        

EXE003 DLH105 1 XINLA 05:45 170 186.77 671.16 

 UAE1369 2 XINLA 06:20 180 169.63 669.87 

 THY796 3 RASVO 06:20 190 186.19 720.00 

 AFR123 4 OLALI 06:30 200 342.02 983.87 

 DLH479 5 COLAS 06:50 200 136.83 667.38 

 THY415 6 SIRPO 07:00 190 221.31 774.22 

        

EXE004 IBE798 1 OLALI 06:00 210 323.11 979.56 

 THY346 2 SIRPO 06:50 200 203.92 770.86 

 THY825 3 KERAX 06:50 210 221.17 821.67 

 SAS220 4 XINLA 10:45 230 126.57 721.68 
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 KLM456 5 COLAS 12:50 220 106.06 666.57 

 CTN887 6 COLAS 13:55 200 136.83 667.38 

        

EXE005 NDC753 1 KERAX 05:45 210 221.17 821.67 

 CLX479 2 XINLA 06:15 220 106.06 666.57 

 OAL230 3 SIRPO 06:50 210 187.19 769.03 

 FDX792 4 KERAX 07:30 210 221.17 821.67 

 CTN667 5 XINLA 08:20 200 136.83 667.38 

 BAW365 6 KERAX 09:10 220 204.54 820.13 

 AFR852 7 COLAS 11:20 210 121.17 666.76 
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APPENDIX III.  

Reference AFC and ADF Values (cont.) 

Exercise 

Number 

Aircraft 

Callsign 

Aircraft 

Number 

TMA Entry 

Point 

Aircraft 

TMA Entry 

Time 

Entry 

FL 

Reference 

AFC (kg) 

Reference 

AFT (sec) 

EXE006 THY3KW 1 COLAS 06:50 220 106.06 666.57 

 DLH299 2 RASVO 07:45 220 137.62 715.78 

 IBE813 3 KERAX 08:15 220 204.54 820.13 

 CLX173 4 XINLA 08:30 220 106.06 666.57 

 SXS968 5 COLAS 08:30 220 106.06 666.57 

 DLH3TM 6 SIRPO 08:45 220 171.08 767.95 

 KLM1443 7 COLAS 10:20 220 106.06 666.57 

        

EXE007 THY789 1 KERAX 05:40 220 204.54 820.13 

 SXS936 2 XINLA 05:40 220 106.06 666.57 

 CLX717 3 SIRPO 06:50 220 171.08 767.95 

 CTN007 4 OLALI 07:10 220 304.93 976.65 

 DLH246 5 KERAX 07:25 220 204.54 820.13 

 THY399 6 RASVO 07:45 220 137.62 715.78 

 CTN1311 7 COLAS 08:20 220 106.06 666.57 

 KLM2001 8 KERAX 09:10 220 204.54 820.13 

        

EXE008 DLH424 1 XINLA 05:45 220 106.06 666.57 

 CTN459 2 SIRPO 05:45 220 171.08 767.95 

 THY998 3 OLALI 06:15 220 304.93 976.65 

 CLX133 4 COLAS 07:20 220 106.06 666.57 

 KLM1114 5 XINLA 07:30 220 106.06 666.57 

 SXS777 6 OLALI 08:00 220 304.93 976.65 

 THY218 7 SIRPO 08:30 220 171.08 767.95 
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 MEA621 8 COLAS 09:00 220 106.06 666.57 

        

EXE009 THY1991 1 RASVO 05:50 220 137.62 715.78 

 KLM1113 2 COLAS 06:20 220 106.06 666.57 

 PGT404 3 KERAX 06:40 220 204.54 820.13 

 AUA423 4 OLALI 07:15 220 304.93 976.65 

 SXS6996 5 RASVO 07:30 220 137.62 715.78 

 CTN591 6 SIRPO 07:45 220 171.08 767.95 

 CLX122 7 COLAS 08:05 220 106.06 666.57 

 CTN462 8 XINLA 08:20 220 106.06 666.57 

 DLH474 9 RASVO 09:15 220 137.62 715.78 
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APPENDIX IV.  

Reference AFC and ADF Values (cont.) 

Exercise 

Number 

Aircraft 

Callsign 

Aircraft 

Number 

TMA Entry 

Point 

Aircraft 

TMA Entry 

Time 

Entry 

FL 

Reference 

AFC (kg) 

Reference 

AFT (sec) 

EXE010 DLH9494 1 RASVO 05:45 220 137.62 715.78 

 RYR669 2 COLAS 06:20 220 106.06 666.57 

 EZY556 3 RASVO 07:30 220 137.62 715.78 

 THY322 4 COLAS 08:00 220 106.06 666.57 

 THY1010 5 OLALI 08:20 220 304.93 976.65 

 KLM1441 6 SIRPO 08:50 220 171.08 767.95 

 CLX621 7 XINLA 09:15 220 106.06 666.57 

 AUA0473 8 OLALI 10:00 220 304.93 976.65 

 MEA536 9 SIRPO 10:30 220 171.08 767.95 
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